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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Math-0302, Intermediate Algebra, is a developmental mathematics course 

offered at Texas Tech University. The purpose of this course is to provide 

students an opportunity for remediation of those skills necessary for successful 

completion of college level mathematics. The effectiveness of this course has 

become a priority of the University due to increasing enrollment and re-

enrollment of students in this course. This analysis was developed to 

investigate the relationship between student success rates in Math-0302 and 

success rates in college level mathematics courses, specifically, Math-1320, 

College Algebra, and Math-1330, Introductory Mathematical Analysis. 

A crucial question being asked on college campuses concerns the need 

for developmental mathematics at the university level. Chapter II presents 

background information concerning Math-0302 enrollment figures, placement 

criteria, and course accountability to justify this need. 

At Texas Tech University, current figures indicate an increasing trend in 

student enrollment in Math-0302. This increase can be perceived as a 

continuing need for developmental mathematics courses. Placement criteria and 

course accountability are established to determine effects, if any, these factors 

have on enrollment In Math-0302, Intermediate Algebra. 



The Mathematics Department at Texas Tech University develops the 

Math-0302 course structure. The number of sections offered and enrollment in 

each section are based on total course enrollment figures and resources 

available. The current course staicture of Math-0302 is outlined in Chapter Hi. 

The implications of this structure are offered as the personal viewpoints of the 

author. The suggestion that student achievement is affected by factors such as 

class size, number of course meetings, and course accountability is based upon 

the author's experiences teaching this course. Chapter IV presents issues 

confronting instructors of large sections of Math-0302 and how those issues 

impact the classroom. 

To evaluate student success rates, a data set of students who had taken 

Math-0302 and continued in mathematics in either Math-1320 or Math-1330 was 

established. The Department of Institutional Research at Texas Tech University 

provided a computer generated search of all students enrolled in Math-0302 

from the Fall of 1989 to the Fall of 1995. Information concerning the student's 

grade in Math-0302 and grades earned in subsequent mathematics courses was 

compiled and is presented in Chapter V. Graphs and tables illustrate the grade 

distributions for Math-1320 and Math-1330 of students who had taken Math-

0302. 

The statistics presented determine confidence intervals of success rates 

for two distinct groups of students, students who pass Math-0302 yet fail the 

subsequent mathematics course and secondly, students who fail Math-0302 yet 



pass the subsequent mathematics course. This analysis focuses on these two 

groups to develop the statistics necessary to comment on the effectiveness of 

Math-0302. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND 

The goal of this chapter is to provide background information concerning 

course enrollment and placement criteria for Math-0302, Intermediate Algebra. 

Reports from the Department of Institutional Research at Texas Tech University 

have been used extensively to prepare the data on total course enrollments and 

current section enrollments. Placement criteria for Math-0302 has been 

complied through the Department of Mathematics and the 

Advisement/Placement Center. 

An increase in overall student enrollment in Math-0302 has been 

observed. An overview of enrollment totals in Math-0302 from Fall 1992 

through Fall 1995 is presented to support this observation. Graphs representing 

enrollment figures for individual semesters will provide a visual representation of 

increasing enrollment trends. A comparison of cunrent course enrollment in 

Math-0302 to other freshman level courses is included to develop an overall 

percentage of students enrolled in developmental mathematics. Enrollment 

comparisons between Math-0302, Math-1320, College Algebra, and Math-1330, 

Introductory Mathematical Analysis, are provided to show enrollment levels in 

these three predominant freshman level courses. 



The placement criteria for Math-0302 is outlined next. Established 

guidelines for the placement of students in Math-0302 are discussed with 

emphasis placed on standardized tests and departmental placement exams. 

Specific data on departmental placement exams are included for students 

enrolled in the College of Business Administration and the College of 

Engineering. 

2.1 Enrollment in Math-0302 

An increase in total enrollment of Math-0302 has been observed from the 

Spring of 1993 through the Fall of 1995. The enrollment for the years 1993, 

1994, and 1995 are 852, 1001, and 1022 respectively. Figure 2.1 compares 

enrollment data for Fall and Spring semesters from the Fall of 1992 through the 

Fall of 1995. 
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Figure 2.1 Math-0302 Enrollment by Semester 



Enrollments for individual Fall semesters in Math-0302 have increased 

from 431 in the Fall of 1992 to 691 in the Fall of 1995, an increase of sixty 

percent. Spring enrollments show an increase of fifty-six percent from the 

Spring of 1993 to the Spring of 1994 and a nineteen percent decrease from the 

Spring of 1994 to the Spring of 1995. These results represent an average 

increase in Spring semester enrollment of forty-two percent. 

With 691 students, Math-0302 cun-ently has the fourth largest enrollment 

of the nine freshman level courses offered at Texas Tech University. Math-

1320, Math-1330, and Math-1321 are the largest courses with enrollments of 

1487, 1450, and 707 respectively. To compare courses, enrollment percentages 

in freshman level courses for the Fall of 1995 are presented in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Enrollment Percentages in Freshman Level Courses 



Enrollment in Math-0302, Intermediate Algebra has Increased during the 

last several years. Fall enrollments have increased sixty percent from the Fall of 

1992 to the Fall of 1995 and Spring enrollments have increased an average of 

forty-two percent from the Spring of 1993 to the Spring of 1995. Section 2.2 

examines the effect standardized test scores and placement exam results may 

have on enrollment in the future. 

2.2 Placement Criteria 

Placement into Math-0302 is determined by a student's standardized test 

scores and academic records in mathematics. Students in the College of 

Business Administration and the College of Engineering are placed into Math-

0302 based upon results of a newly established placement exam. Sections 

2.2.1 and 2.2.2 establish detailed criteria for placement into Math-0302. 

2.2.1 Standardized Tests 

Students are placed in Math-0302 to develop those skills necessary to 

successfully complete the mathematics portion of the Texas Academic Skills 

Program (TASP) test instituted by the state of Texas in 1989. The mathematics 

section of the TASP measures basic competencies in arithmetic, introductory 

algebra, and intermediate algebra. Students are required to attempt the TASP 

before completing nine credit hours of coursework and are required to pass the 



TASP prior to registration of sixty credit hours. Students not achieving the 

minimum passing score of 230 out of a possible 300 are required to be involved 

in a skill development program until the minimum score is met. Placement in 

Math-0302 fulfills this skill development requirement. Figure 2.3 shows the 

percentage of the Fall 1995 Math-0302 enrollment who are using Math-0302 to 

meet the TASP skill development requirement. 
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Figure 2.3 Percentage of Math-0302 Enrollment Under TASP Supervision 

National standardized test are also used as placement guides for 

developmental mathematics. The Admission Testing Program of the College 

Board administers the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the American College 

Test (ACT) to students prior to admission to college. The results of these tests 
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are used in conjunction with TASP scores to determine placement into Math-

0302. Scores of 450 and below on the SAT or 19 and below on the ACT are 

guidelines used to place students with marginal TASP scores into developmental 

mathematics. 

2.2.2 Academic Records 

A second component used to place students into developmental 

mathematics is a review of a student's academic records. Mathematics courses 

completed in either high school or colleges other than Texas Tech provide 

advisors with information concerning the student's exposure to and achievement 

in specific mathematical content. Students who have not successfully completed 

coursework equivalent to second year high school algebra are offered 

placement In Math-0302. Students, however, may decline this placement advice 

and enroll directly into college level mathematics courses. 

Students are also placed into Math-0302 if their record indicates a 

substantial break from mathematics or education in general. Students who 

have not taken a mathematics course in over 3 years or are considered non-

traditional due to their age, may feel unprepared to immediately begin college 

level mathematics. Math-0302 provides this classification of student the 

opportunity to regain those skills necessary to successfully complete college 

level mathematics. It is important to note the definition of the non-traditional 



student is constantly changing and for the purposes of this study will be defined 

as students twenty-five years of age and older. Based on this definition, the 

Department of Institutional Research, Texas Tech University, reports 15% of the 

total enrollment of Math-0302 students are non-traditional. 

2.2.3 Placement Exams 

Texas Tech's College of Business Administration and College of 

Engineering have instituted the use of a mathematics placement exam in order 

to place students into an appropriate mathematics course. Beginning in the Fall 

semester of 1995, all incoming freshman, transfer students, former Tech 

students, and on-campus transfer students seeking admission into either college 

are required to take a mathematics placement exam. A separate exam for 

students In the College of Business Administration and the College of 

Engineering was developed by the Department of Mathematics. Each exam was 

devised to test for the skills unique to each department's curriculum. The 

placement exams were administered to students during each college's 

orientation session. Those students not attending orientation were given the 

placement exam on an individual basis in the Mathemafics Department. 

The assessment and placement advice process is identical for each 

departmental placement exam. Questions on each exam are placed in order of 

increasing difficulty to establish the highest level of student knowledge. 
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Students receive a score based on the number of questions answered correctly. 

Scores are then compared to an established advice algorithm, where the number 

of correctly answered questions correlates to an appropriate course 

recommendation. The actual algorithm is unique to each department and offers 

placement advice based upon the curriculum requirements developed for each 

college. 

The College of Business Administration placement exam consists of two 

parts. Part one contains six questions pertaining to Math-0301, Essential 

Mathematics, skills. Part two contains twelve questions covering Math-0302, 

Intermediate Algebra, skills. The advice code algorithm for the College of 

Business Administration is presented in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.5 presents a 

complete definition of each advice code. 

Part A:Math-0301 Questions: 2-7 
Part B: Math-0302 Quesfions: 8-19 

If a < 3, then 
Else if 4 < a, then 

If 0 <a + b < 8, then 

If 9 <a + b<12, then 

If 13<a + b<14, then 

If 15<a + b<18, then 

a 
b 

= total correct 0 < a < 6 
= total correct 0 < b < 12 

Advice Code 1 

Advice Code 2 

Advice Code 3 

Advice Code 4 

Advice Code 5 

Figure 2.4 Advice Code Algorithm for College of Business Administration 
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Advice Code 1 

Advice Code 2 

Advice Code 3 

Advice Code 4 

Advice Code 5 

Qualified to take MATH-0301 .Essential Mathematics 

May take Math-0302, Intermediate 

Algebra 

recommend Math-0301, Essential Mathematics 

Qualified to take Math-0302, Intermediate Algebra 

May take Math-1330, Introductory Mathematical 

Analysis, recommend Math-0302, Intermediate 

Algebra 

Qualified to take Math-1330, Introductory 

Mathematical Analysis 

Figure 2.5 Definition of Advice Codes for the College of Business Administration 

Specific data on the placement exam for the College of Business 

Administration is limited to the number of students who took the exam and the 

total number of students receiving each advice code (Table 2.1). It needs to be 

mentioned that students do not have to follow the recommended advice code 
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and data on courses actually enrolled in by students who took the exam is not 

yet available. 

Table 2.1 College of Business Administration Placement Exam Data 

ADVICE CODE 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

TOTAL 

215 

35 

173 

82 

76 

A total of 581 students took the placement exam for the College of 

Business Administration. Figure 2.6 shows the percentage of students who 

received each advice code. 
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Figure 2.6 College of Business Administration Advice Code Summary 
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The placement exam for the College of Engineering follows a format 

similar to the exam used for the College of Business Administration. The 

assessment process was completed in the same fashion with differences 

appearing in the number of questions on the exam and the number of advice 

codes offered. The advice algorithm is presented in Figure 2.7 and complete 

definitions of the advice codes appear in Figure 2.8. 

PartA:Math-0301 
Part B:Math-0302 
Part C: Math-1320 
Part D:Math-1321 
Part E:Math-1350 

If a < 2, then 
Else if 3 < a, then 

If a + b < 5, then 

Questions: 2-5 
Questions: 6-13 
Quesfions: 14-19 
Questions: 20-24 
Questions: 25-29 

a = total correct 
b = total conrect 
c = total correct 
d = total correct 
e = total correct 

0<a<4 
0<b<8 
0<c<6 
0<d<5 
0<e<4 

If 6 < a + b < 8, then 

Else if 9 < a + b, then 

lfa + b + c<13, then 

Elseif 14<a + b + c, then 

If d <3 AND d + e < 6, then 

Else if 4 < d, then 
If e <3, then 
If 4 < e, then 

Advice Code 1 

Advice Code 2 

Advice Code 3 

Advice Code 4 

Advice Code 5 

Advice Code 6 
Advice Code 7 

Figure 2.7 Advice Code Algorithm for College of Engineering 
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Advice Code 1 

Advice Code 2 

Qualified to take MATH-0301,Essential Mathematics 

May take Math-0302, Intermediate 

Algebra 

recommend Math-0301, Essential Mathematics 

Advice Code 3 

Advice Code 4 

Advice Code 5 

Advice Code 6 

Advice code 7 

Qualified to take Math-0302, Intemriediate Algebra 

Qualified to take Math-1320, College Algebra 

Qualified to take Math-1321, 

Trigonometry 

Qualified to take Math-1350, Analytical Geometry, 

or Math-2322, Analytical Geometry and Calculus 

for Engineering Technology 

Qualified to take Math-1351, Calculus 1 

Figure 2.8 Definition of Advice Codes for College of Engineering 

The data available on the College of Engineering placement exam is 

limited to the total number of students taking the exam and the number of 

students who received each advice code. As with the College of Business 
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Administration, information on the courses students actually enrolled in is not yet 

available. 

A total of 256 students took the placement exam for the College of 

Engineering. Table 2.2 displays the number of students receiving each advice 

code and Figure 2.9 displays the percentage of students recieving each advice 

code. 

Table 2.2 College of Engineering Placement Exam Data 

ADVICE CODE 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

TOTAL 

18 

3 

85 

64 

53 

11 

22 

16 
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Figure 2.9 College of Engineering Advice Code Summary 

2.3 Summary 

Enrollment data shows the total enrollment for Math-0302, Intermediate 

Algebra, has increased over the last three years. Math-0302, the fourth largest 

freshman level course, has 11.3% of the total enrollment In freshman level 

courses offered at Texas Tech University. The placement criteria for Math-0302 

are scores on standardized tests, student's academic record in mathematics, 

and for many students, results on departmentalized placement exams. Advisors 

use scores on the TASP, SAT, and ACT in conjunction with grades earned in 

high school or college courses to place students into Math-0302. 

In the Fall of 1995, mathematics placement exams were introduced to the 

College of Business Administration and the College of Engineering. Students 

taking the exam receive an advice code that recommends an appropriate 
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mathematics course based on number of questions answered correctly. 581 

students took the placement exam for the College of Business Administration. 

423 of these students received an advice code of three or less recommending 

placement in Math-0301, Essential Mathematics or Math-0302, Intermediate 

Algebra. This result indicates only twenty-seven percent of the students taking 

the exam received an advice code recommending enrollment in Math-1330, 

Introductory Mathematical Analysis, the first freshman level course In the 

mathematics sequence required by the College of Business Administration. 

Two hundred fifty-six students took the placement exam for the College of 

Engineering. Two hundred thirty-four of these students received an advice code 

of six or less recommending placement in courses below the suggested 

freshman level courses for engineers, Math-1351, Calculus I. This result 

indicates only 8.5% of students taking the exam received an advice code 

recommending enrollment in Math-1351. 

By the Fall of 1997, Texas Tech University intends to use mathematics 

placement exams in all Colleges on campus. Each College plans to strictly 

enforce advice codes accompanying each placement exam. Using the data 

gathered from the two colleges already using the placement exam as an 

indicator of student placement, this new policy will generate the need for 

additional of sections of Math-0302. In order to meet the needs of future Math-

0302 students, the current structure of Math-0302 is outlined in Chapter III and 

implications of this structure are outlined in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER 

STRUCTURE OF MATH-0302, INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA 

In analyzing student success rates of Math-0302 consideration must be 

given to the current structure and organization of the course. Class size, 

number of class meetings, and course accountability are factors outlined in this 

section. 

3.1 Class Size 

Each semester, Texas Tech offers one to two large sections of Math-0302 

each containing 150-300 students and several smaller sections with enrollments 

up to thirty-nine students. Figure 3.1 shows the enrollment in each section for 

the Fall semester of 1995. 
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Figure 3.1 Section Enrollments for Fall 1995 
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For the purpose of this study. Sections 1 and 3 containing 200 or more students 

will be considered large sections. Sections 4 through 10 containing less than 50 

students will be considered small sections. 

3.2 Course Schedules 

Math-0302 is offered in sections that have two or three class meetings per 

week. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 meet for fifty minutes three times per week for 

a total of 42 class meetings. Sections 3 , 4, 9, 10, and 11 meet for one hour and 

twenty minutes twice a week for a total of 28 class meetings. (Table 3.1) 

Table 3.1 Summary of Course meetings 

SECTION 

1 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

DAYS 

M-W-F 

T-TH 

T-TH 

M-W-F 

M-W-F 

M-W-F 

M-W-F 

T-TH 

T-TH 

M-W 

TYPE 

LfliRGE 

LARGE 

SMALL 

SMALL 

SMALL 

SMALL 

SMALL 

SMALL 

SMALL 

SMALL 

MEETINGS 

42 

28 

28 

42 

42 

42 

42 

28 

28 

28 
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Texas Tech offers five sections of Math-0302 that meet three days per 

week and five sections that meet two days per week. This schedule offers 

students the opportunity to enroll in a large or small section of either format. 

3.3 Accountability 

Course accountability is the final factor of course organization outlined for 

possible effects on student success rates. Texas Tech University offers Math-

0302 as a three hour non-credit course. While students receive three contact 

hours applied toward their semester hour totals, they do not receive credit for 

completion of Math-0302 nor do grades earned In the course affect their grade 

point averages (GPA). As a prerequisite course, only one department on 

campus requires a passing grade of A or B in Math-0302 before students are 

eligible to enroll in college level mathematics courses. To improve 

accountability, the University is in the process of establishing campus wide 

policies governing performance and intends to have these policies outlined in 

the 1996-1997 University Catalog. Currently though, Math-0302 is not viewed 

by students as a required prerequisite but merely a suggestion with no 

immediate rewards or consequences. 
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3.4 Summary 

Math-0302 is offered in various formats with class meetings ranging from 

two to three times per week and enrollments of 25 to 300. Students enroll in the 

section that best suits their personal needs as well as their scheduling concerns. 

Students receive three contact hours for enrolling in Math-0302 but the course 

does not earn credit towards any degree plan. Grades earned in Math-0302 do 

not affect students' GPA . Currently, only the College of Business Administration 

requires a passing grade in order to register for college level mathematics. 

Class size, number of class meetings, and course accountability are factors that 

may affect student performance and success rates. Implications of these factors 

are discussed in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER IV 

IMPLICATIONS OF COURSE STRUCTURE 

Course structure and organization may impact the presentation and 

evaluation of course material in Math-0302. Factors such as class size, number 

of course meetings, and course accountability need to be investigated as 

possible inftuences on student performance. This analysis does not attempt to 

evaluate each of these factors in detail, but offers Implications of each based on 

the author's personal experiences teaching this course. 

4.1 Class Size 

Class size has implications for both students and instructors of Math-

0302. Implicafions concerning behavior management. Individualization, and 

curriculum are key issues when large enrollments are involved (Cahen et al., 

1983). 

Class size affects the teacher's ability to get student's attention and keep 

students engaged in learning activities (Cahen et al., 1983). Classroom 

management is a large portion of the daily routine in large sections of Math-

0302. With enrollments of two-hundred or more, students become lost in the 

crowd. Teachers can not supervise the entire class during problem sessions or 

seat work allowing the students to be nonparticlpants. The noise level must be 
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constantly monitored to provide students with an appropriate learning 

environment. An excessive amount of student movement is also present and 

difficult to curtD. Students in large sections of Math-0302 tend to come and go as 

desired. This type of movement is disruptive to the instructor as well as to other 

students. Control of classroom behaviors is a management issue confronting 

instructors of large lecture sections of Math-0302. 

The next issue concerning large enrollments in Math-0302 deals with 

individualization. Interaction between individual students and instructors is very 

limited. Teaching strategies that promote individual student participation such 

as board work and cooperative learning activities are difficult to incorporate in 

large sections. The only individual contact possible between students and 

instructors is through visits in the instructor's office. However, time constraints 

may prevent instructors of large sections from meeting with all students needing 

appointments. Individual appointments for students not able to meet instructor's 

scheduled office hours are difficult to offer in a class of two-hundred. 

The final implications of class size presented by the author concern 

curriculum. In smaller classes, teachers are able to cover the curriculum more 

efficiently and as a result cover more material (Cayen et al., 1983). Evidence of 

this does exist in the current Math-0302 classrooms. In large sections of Math-

0302, course material is presented in the same time allotment as in a smaller 

section, however, the author has noticed with six times as many students, a 
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greater amount of time is spent answering student questions and reteaching 

course objectives. Consequently, students in the large sections may not be 

exposed to extension activities or supplementary problems. The number of 

course meetings may also affect amount of material covered and is presented in 

section 4.2. 

4.2 Course Meetings 

The number of class meetings for Math-0302 affects the structure of daily 

lessons as well as organization of the course. Sections meeting M-W-F have a 

total of forty-two class meetings while the sections meeting T-TH or M-W have 

twenty-eight class meetings. Instructors of either section must prepare a course 

outline that allows sufficient time for the presentation of designated course 

content and provides time for assessment of student mastery of the content. 

Sections meeting two days per week are confronted with several problems. 

The students appear to like coming to class only two days per week but 

have difficulty concentrating on mathematics for an hour and twenty minutes. 

The schedule appears to be disadvantage to students as generally, more 

learning takes place the longer students spend concentrating on task (Cayen et 

al., 1983). 

Besides longer daily lectures, tests need to be built into this two day a 

week schedule. There are 28 class meetings of the T-TH or M-W sections of 
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Math-0302. The course requires completion and evaluation of seven chapters of 

material within this time frame. With so few class meetings, tests must combine 

several chapters of material. Students in developmental mathematics tend to 

have difficulties in mathematics yet, because of time constraints, are asked to 

test over large amounts of material. This does not seem consistent with 

remedial pedagogy. The question of whether to lecture and test on the same 

day or to use the entire period for tesfing also arises because of time 

constraints. Either the lectures are rushed to accommodate the testing schedule 

or testing is rushed to provide more lectures. Both of these options are 

potentially disadvantages to the student. Students in developmental 

mathematics courses tend to be students who have poor backgrounds in 

mathematics and possibly poor attitudes about mathematics. Long lecturing and 

anxious testing may not be the most effective methods of instruction to generate 

interest and proficiency in algebra. 

4.3 Accountability 

Texas Tech University has established Math-0302 as a non-credit 

developmental mathematics course. Students receive three contact hours for 

the course but the grade earned in the course does not affect the students' GPA. 

Therefore students receive neither Incentive to excel nor deterrence from 
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failure. This policy generates an accountability factor in Math-0302 that needs 

to be addressed. 

The author noticed many students missing classes, neglecting homework, 

and perfonnlng pooriy on or missing exams entirely because they know there is 

no penalty for a failing grade. Even good students remari< that it is difficult to 

remain motivated when no extrinsic reward for good performance exists. An 

accurate attendance record in the large sections of Math-0302 is based upon 

student honesty and is difficult to maintain. Current attendance is taken by 

students signing a daily roll sheet. In a class of two hundred or more, the 

instructor can not be sure that students whose names appear on the roll sheet 

are actually present in the classroom. If penalties are imposed for unexcused 

absences, the current system does eliminate the possibility of students signing 

names to the list other than their own. This shortcoming adds to the students' 

apathy. Even though attendance policies are documented in the University 

Catalog and are stated on course syllabi, students realize that the attendance 

system is difficult to maintain and policies are difficult to enforce In a class with 

an enrollment of more than two hundred students. 

Relating to accountability is the percentage of students who register for 

the course with no real intention of succeeding. Noted by the author, is a 

percentage of students not attending class, yet remaining on official class 

rosters. When confronted with absence notices and withdrawal 
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recommendations, these students remarked their full-time status would be in 

jeopardy and financial aid or scholarships would be forfeited. Cleariy, these 

students enroll in Math-0302 only to receive three contact hours applied towards 

semester hour totals. In the report generated by Institutional Research, many 

students were noted having multiple listings for Math-0302. For a student to 

have as many as three or four listings for Math-0302 is not uncommon. Texas 

Tech University is currently reviewing minimum performance and enrollment 

standards that will improve the accountability of Math-0302. 

4.4 Summary 

Many factors may affect student success rates in Math-0302. Implications 

of class size, number of course meetings, and course accountability have been 

presented through personal teaching experiences at Texas Tech University. 

The opinion of the author is the least prepared mathematics students are asked 

to succeed in the most difficult mathematics learning environment, a large 

lecture-only, predominantly passive mathematics class that neither rewards the 

student for success nor deters the student from failure. Further analyses can be 

developed on how each factor directly con"elates to student performance. 
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CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS 

An analysis of student success rates in Math-0302 is performed to 

determine the rate of success Math-0302, Intermediate Algebra, students are 

experiencing in subsequent college level mathematics courses, specifically, 

Math-1320, College Algebra and Math-1330, Introductory Mathematical 

Analysis. Students enrolled in Math-0302 between the Fall of 1989 and the 

Summer of 1995 are the target population In this study. Institutional Research, a 

department of Texas Tech University, provided informational reports on the 

requested student population. The data from these reports is used to generate 

percentages of the population that are successful and unsuccessful in the 

subsequent mathematics courses. The analysis will determine if a relationship 

between grades in Math-0302 and grades in Math-1320 or Math-1330 exists. 

5.1 Data 

To gather data that would show exactly how students were performing in 

subsequent mathematics courses, Institutional Research generated a report that 

documented every student who had registered for Math-0302 from Fall 1989 to 

Summer 1995. The information presented In the report includes the students' 

grade received in Math-0302 and the grade received in the first course 
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attempted immediately after completion of Math-0302. Students repeating Math-

0302 were documented by using the final grade received in Math-0302 before 

reporting the next grade. This analysis focuses on grades received in Math-

1320 and Math-1330. These two courses are the primary freshman level courses 

in which students enroll after completing Math-0302. The analysis was 

completed by calculating the number of Math-0302 students who received an A, 

B, C, D, F, or W/WF in Math-0302 and reporting how many students in each of 

these categories received the possible grades A, B, C, D, F, or W/ WF in Math-

1320 and Math-1330. The totals for each of the grade categories have been 

translated into percentages and are presented in Figures 5.1 through 5.10. 
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Figure 5.1 Distribution of Math-1320 grades for students receiving an A in 
Math-0302 
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Percentages in Figure 5.1 are calculated using a total of 492 students. 

Figure 5.2 represents percentages of possible grades in Math-1320 of students 

receiving a B in Math-0302. A total of 613 students is used to calculate these 

percentages. 
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Figure 5.2 Distribution of Math-1320 grades for Students Receiving a B in 
Math-0302 

The percentage of the 411 students receiving a C in Math-0302 and the grade 

distribution for Math-1320 is shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Distribution of Math-1320 grades for Students Receiving a C in 
Math-0302 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 represent percentages of possible grades in Math-

1320 earned by students receiving a D or an F in Math-0302. These 

percentages are based on 227 students receiving a D in Math-0302 and 140 

students receiving an F In Math-0302. 
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Figure 5.4 Distribution of Math-1320 grades for Students Receiving a D in 
Math-0302 
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Figure 5.5 Distribution of Math-1320 grades for Students Receiving an F in 
Math-0302 
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Figure 5.6 Distribution of Math-1330 grades for Students Receiving an A in 
Math-0302 
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Figure 5.7 Distribution of Math-1330 grades for Students Receiving a B In 
Math-0302 

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 represent the percentages of Math-0302 students 

receiving each of the possible grades in Math-1330. These percentages are 

based on 215 Math-0302 students receiving an A (Figure 5.6) and 281 students 

recieving a B (Figure 5.7). 
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Figure 5.8 Distribution of Math-1330 grades for Students Receiving a C in 

Math-0302 
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Figure 5.9 Distribufion of Math-1330 grades for Students Receiving a D in 
Math-0302 

Math-1330 grade distributions for students receiving a C or D in Math-0302 are 

presents in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. These percentages are calculated using 229 

Math-0302 students receiving a C and 101 students receiving a D in Math-0302. 

The grade distribution of Math-1330 for the 48 students receiving an F in 

Math-0302 is represented in Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.10 Distribution of Math-1330 grades for Students Receiving an F in 
Math-0302 

5.2 Correlation 

To investigate the possible correlation between grades in Math-0302 and 

Math-1320 or Math-1330, Figures 5.12 and 5.13 are presented. These figures 

show the percentages of successful and unsuccessful Math-0302 students that 

were either successful or unsuccessful in Math-1320 or Math-1330. The sample 

populations considered are students who received grades of A, B, C, D, F, or W 

in Math-0302. Students receiving grades such as NP, I, ?, and R were not 

considered. The first row of each table indicates the grade received in Math-

1320 or Math-1330. Column one indicates the grade received in Math-0302. 

For further discussion, the table will be defined to include the following 

information. Students who received an A or B in Math-0302 and received an A, 

B, or C In the subsequent course will be labeled Block 1 and considered a 
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success. Students who received an A or B in Math-0302 and received a D, F, or 

WAA/F in the subsequent course will be labeled Block 2 and considered a 

failure. Block 3 are the students who received a C, D, or F in Math-0302 and 

received an A, B, or C in the subsequent course. This block is labeled as 

ineffective. The last block, Block 4 are the students who received a C, D, or F in 

Math-0302 and received a D, F, or W/WF in the subsequent mathematics 

course. Block 4 is considered a success due to the reasonable expectation that 

students falling Math-0302 will fail a subsequent mathematics course. Figure 

5.11 is a sample chart indicating how the percentages are displayed. 

Grade in Math-1320 or Math-1330 

Math-0302 Grade 

i 

AB 

C D F W 

A B C 

Block 1 

Success 

Block 3 

Ineffective 

D F W/WF 

Block 2 

Failure 

Block 4 

Success 

Figure 5.11 Sample Chart 
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Figures 5.12 and 5.13 are presented with the actual percentages of Math-0302 

students appearing in each block for Math-1320 and Math-1330, respectively. 

Grade in Math-1320 

Math-0302 Grade 

i 

AB 

C D F W 

A B C 

37.75% 

Success 

15.35% 

Ineffective 

D F W/WF 

19.74% 

Failure 

27.15% 

Success 

Figure 5.12 Grade Percentages of the Sample in Math-1320 

Calculations for Figure 5.12 are based on a total of 1915 students. This 

total represents students receiving grades of A, B, C, D, F, or W in Math-0302 

who enrolled in Math-1320 as their next course. Figure 5.13 represents Math-
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0302 students' achievement in Math-1330. A total of 889 students is used to 

calculate the percentages in each category. 

Grade in Math-1330 - > 

Math-0302 Grade 

i 

AB 

C D F W 

A B C 

32.06% 

Success 

13.84% 

Ineffective 

D F WAA/F 

23.73% 

Failure 

30.37% 

Success 

Figure 5.13 Grade Percentages of the Sample in Math-1330 

Confidence intervals for designated blocks are established using 

Confidence limits for a Binomial Proportion. In large samples the binomial 

estimate p is approximately normally distributed about the population proportion 
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P with standard deviation V/̂ /̂" (Snedecor and Cochran 1980). In this 

analysis VP^/" will be used for the sample estimate. 

Setting the confidence level at 95%, the interval lies between the limits 

p-1.967pq/n and p-hl.96Vpq/n 

Actual values for p and q are not available, so the most conservative estimate of 

p = .5 and q = .5 will be used for this study. 

Two blocks from the table will be analyzed. The first block under 

consideration is Block 2. This block indicates students who pass Math-0302 yet 

fail the subsequent mathematics course. The second block considered is Block 

3. This block indicates students who fail Math-0302 yet pass the subsequent 

mathematics course. 

Focusing attention to the proportion of students who received passing 

grades In Math-0302 but failed the subsequent mathematics course, Math-1320, 

the confidence interval is established by simplifying the following expressions. 

,,,4-,.96,/i|f ' ^ ' - ' W ^ 
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Therefore, at the 95% confidence level, the confidence interval for students who 

pass Math-0302 yet fail Math-1320 is 17.50% - 21.98%. 

Confidence intervals for students who failed Math-0302 with a C, D, F, W 

but passed Math-1320 with an A, B, or C, Block 3 , will be generated by 

simplifying the following expressions. 

1915 V 1915 

This establishes a confidence interval of 13.11% - 17.59% at the 95% 

confidence level. 

The second course evaluated is Math-1330. Confidence intervals will be 

developed for the same target groups of students, Block 2, the students who 

pass Math-0302 and fail the subsequent course, and Block 3, the students who 

fail Math-0302 yet pass Math-1330. 

Using the estimate formula, the following confidence intervals for Block 2 

are generated by simplifying the following expressions. 

. 2 3 7 3 - 1 . 9 6 . 1 ^ 2 3 7 3 . 1 . 9 6 J i ^ 
889 V 889 

The confidence interval at the 95 % confidence level is 20.44% - 27.02%. 
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Block 3 yields the following expressions. 

1 3 8 4 - . . 9 6 J ^ ,384 + . . 9 6 , P < ^ 
889 V 889 

The 95 % confidence level gives a confidence interval for Block 3 of 10.55% -

17.12%. 

To compare success rates of Math-0302 students in Math-1320 and Math-

1330, a comparison of percentages in each category of Math-1320 and Math-

1330 is needed. The comparison is summarized in Figure 5.14. The graph 

indicates that students who pass Math-0302 have a higher pass rate in Math-

1320. The graph also shows that students who fail Math-0302 have a higher 

pass rate in Math-1320. 
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Figure 5.14 Course Comparison Summary 

To determine if the performance in Math-1320 is different than the 

performance in Math-1330, a test for comparison of proportions is performed. 

The percentages for each block of each course are compared using the 

following formula. 

p,-P2±1.96J + 
n, n-
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The intervals generated by this test are as follows: 

Block 1 (.01712, .09667) 

Block 2 ( - .07967, - .0001277) 

Block 3 ( - .02467, .05487) 

Block4 (-.07197, .00757) 

Intervals for Blocks 3 and 4 contain the point 0 while the other two blocks are 

extremely close to 0. From this, we can not determine that the perfonnance in 

Math-1320 is different from the perfonnance in Math-1330. 

5.3 Summary 

This chapter describes the population under study as Math-0302 students 

who have attempted at least one course following completion of Math-0302. 

These students were tracked according to grade earned in Math-0302 and 

categorized by the grade earned in subsequent mathematics courses. 

Performance In Math-1320 and Math-1330 is targeted specifically as these are 

freshman level courses that are recommended for Math-0302 students. The 

graphs displayed in this chapter intend to give a visual representation of the 

distributions of grades In subsequent mathematics courses of Math-0302 

students. 
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Further analysis is made on two distinct groups of students, students who 

pass Math-0302 yet fail subsequent mathematics courses and students who fail 

Math-0302 yet pass subsequent mathematics courses. Confidence intervals for 

these percentages were developed using the approximation for confidence limits 

for a binomial proportion at a 95% confidence level. Confidence intervals for 

these groups are 17.50%-21.98% and 13.11% - 17.59% , receptively, for 

Math-1320. Confidence intervals in Math-1330 are 20.44% - 27.02% and 

10.55% - 17.12% for the target groups. These intervals suggest that the 

author is 95% confident analysis of future Math-0302 students' performance will 

generate similar percentages in each of these categories. 

A comparison of the difference of proportions is presented to establish 

any significant difference In the percentages representing each of the target 

groups in the two course. No difference was found in the performance of 

students in these two courses. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this study was to analyze student success rates in Math-

0302 and to develop statistics that would assign a level of confidence about 

future success rates in Math-0302. Success in Math-0302 was comoared 

specifically to success in Math-1320, College Algebra, and Math-1330, 

Introductory Mathematical Analysis. 

Background information concerning enrollment figures and placement 

criteria verified an increasing enrollment trend and emphasized the need for 

continuing developmental mathematics programs on campus. 

The placement criteria currently used by academic advisors to place 

students into developmental mathematics has had an impact on enrollment 

figures. Twelve percent of the cunrent enrollment in Math-0302 are students 

who, because of low TASP scores, require remediation of intermediate algebra 

skills. Non-traditional students make up approximately fifteen percent of Math-

0302 enrollments. These are students whose academic records indicate a break 

in their mathematics education or are 25 years of age or older. Placement 

exams instituted by the College of Business Administration and the College of 

Engineering are recommending high percentages of their applicants for 

enrollment in Math-0302. Using these percentages as estimates of effects of the 
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placement exam on enrollment in Developmental Mathematics, a sharp increase 

in Math-0302 enrollment can be expected as all colleges at Texas Tech 

University will soon require strict adherence to the placement exam advice 

codes. 

The second phase of this analysis outlined the cun-ent structure of Math-

0302 and presented Implications of this structure based on the author's personal 

experiences teaching this course. Factors such as class size, number of course 

meetings, and course accountability were discussed. It is the author's opinion 

and observation that large sections of Math-0302 do not offer students the best 

possible learning environment. Large section enrollments combined with a two 

day per week format reduces the instructor's ability to maintain an active 

learning environment, to meet the needs of individual students, and to effectively 

present and evaluate course content. 

A final factor concerning structure is course accountability. Previously, 

students were able to enroll in college level mathematics courses without 

receiving passing grades in Math-0302. Many of these students returned to 

Math-0302 after a failed attempt in Math-1320 or Math-1330. This lack of 

accountability promoted re-enrollment in Developmental Mathematics, therefore, 

increasing total enrollment figures for the course. Texas Tech University is 

currently reviewing minimum performance standards for students completing 
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Math-0302. A grade of A or B will be required of Math-0302 students for 

registration in any college level mathematics course. 

To evaluate the success rates of students in Math-0302, data was 

prepared by the Department of Institutional Research. Listed were students 

enrolled in Math-0302 from the Fall of 1989 to the Fall of 1995. Grades earned 

in Math-0302 and in subsequent mathematics courses were listed for each 

student. A 2 X 2 matrix summarizing Math-0302 students' perfonnance in Math-

1320 and Math-1330 was established to detennine confidence intervals for two 

of the four categories, PASS/PASS, PASS/FAIL, FAIL/PASS, and FAIUFAIL. 

The two categories investigated In detail, PASS/FAIL and FAIL/PASS, generated 

confidence intervals of 17.5%- 21.98% and 13.11 % -17.59% for Math-1320. 

Confidence intervals of 20.44%- 27.02% and 10.55% -17.12% were reported for 

Math-1330. A confidence level of 95% was used in both course evaluations. It 

was determined that Math-0302 students have a higher PASS/PASS percentage 

in Math-1320 than In Math-1330. It was also determined that Math-0302 

students have a higher FAIL/PASS percentage in Math-1320 than In Math-1330. 

To evaluate If any significant difference in course performance existed, a 

difference of proportions test was performed on the 2 X2 matrices for each 

course. A confidence interval containing zero indicates a difference in 

performance can not be concluded. This was the case for Blocks 3 and 4 of the 
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two courses. Blocks 1 and 2 were sufficiently close to zero to conclude no 

difference in performance could be determined. 

This presentation of success rates in Developmental Mathematics 

provides valuable information concerning the need for and effectiveness of 

Math-0302, Intermediate Algebra. Further analysis relating factors such as class 

size, course format, and age of student to success rates can be developed and 

would provide more insight to meeting the increasing challenges in 

developmental mathematics education. 
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